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Influence of amplitude-phase coupling on the dynamics of semiconductor lasers
subject to optical feedback

T. Heil, I. Fischer, and W. Elsa¨ßer
Institute of Applied Physics, Darmstadt University of Technology, Schloßgartenstrasse 7, D-64289 Darmstadt, Germany

~Received 16 February 1999!

We present extensive experimental investigations of the dynamics of semiconductor lasers subject to optical
feedback in dependence on the linewidth enhancement factora which accounts for the amplitude phase
coupling of the optical field. A reduction ofa leads to conspicuous changes of the dynamics of the system
which are characterized and classified in the phase space of feedback strength versus injection current, thus
demonstrating the importance ofa as the system’s main nonlinearity. In particular, we demonstrate a drastic
extension of the regime of coexistence between coherence collapsed dynamics and stable emission, and an
increased stability of this stable emission state. We show that a theoretical analysis of the Lang-Kobayashi rate
equation model provides a qualitative understanding of the physical mechanisms underlying the observed
dynamical behavior and its dependence ona. Finally, being able to control the nonlinearity of the system, we
open up new perspectives for the stabilization of semiconductor lasers subject to moderate to strong optical
feedback.@S1050-2947~99!06307-6#

PACS number~s!: 42.65.Sf, 42.55.Px
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I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Semiconductor lasers subject to optical feedback from
ternal reflectors like the front facet of an optical fiber,
mirror, or a compact disk exhibit a rich variety of dynamic
phenomena which can degrade their performance in pos
applications. Thus, a profound understanding of these
namical phenomena is indispensable in order to avoid
instabilities or to stabilize and control the semiconductor
ser emission. Besides their great practical importance, s
conductor lasers subject to optical feedback from an exte
cavity are an attractive model system for the study of
universal aspects of delay-induced instabilities: several
ferent routes to chaos including the quasiperiodic route@1#,
the period doubling route@2#, the Ikeda scenario@3,4#, and
crisis@5#, have already been identified in semiconductor la
with optical feedback, which again contributed to the und
standing of delay systems in general.

The complex dynamical behavior of semiconductor las
subject to delayed optical feedback is linked to the followi
two important aspects: first, the infinite number of possi
degrees of freedom available for the system due to the ti
delayed feedback, and second, the nonlinear amplitude-p
coupling of the electrical field which is particularly stron
for semiconductor lasers. This nonlinear amplitude-ph
coupling is caused by the carrier-induced variation of r
and imaginary parts of the semiconductor material’s susc
tibility x(n)5x r(n)1 ix i(n), and is described by the line
width enhancement factora @6,7#,

a52
d@x r~n!#/dn

d@x i~n!#/dn
. ~1!

As one of the fundamental parameters for semiconducto
sers,a causes the enhancement of the laser linewidth@7# and
is of decisive importance for many dynamical processes s
as modulation response, frequency chirp, and, in particu
optical feedback effects@8#. Up to now, botha and the emis-
sion wavelength have always been considered as fixed
PRA 601050-2947/99/60~1!/634~8!/$15.00
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rameters of the investigated semiconductor laser. Inde
tuning the emission wavelength of the laser by shifting
gain profile of the solitary laser, e.g., by temperature tuni
affects the value ofa only very slightly. However, by tuning
the emission wavelength of the laser away from its solit
gain maximum without changing the gain profile of the so
tary laser, substantial changes of the value ofa can be
achieved@9#: experiments showed that even a transition
negative values ofa occurs for wavelengths much short
than the solitary gain maximum wavelength@10#. Theoretical
studies have already drawn attention to the influence of
linewidth enhancement factora on the dynamical behavio
of semiconductor lasers with optical feedback@11,12#; how-
ever, experimental investigations of this important point a
still lacking.

In this paper, we concentrate on the dynamics of semic
ductor lasers subject to optical feedback in dependence
the three most relevant parameters, the injection currenI,
the optical feedback strengthg, and, in particular, the line-
width enhancement factora. We control a by tuning the
emission wavelength of the laser away from its solitary g
maximum by using an intracavity etalon. For each of seve
different values ofa, we recordg-I -space diagrams which
map the dynamical behavior of the system by identifyi
distinct dynamical regimes. Using this method, we prov
detailed information about the effect of the variation ofa on
the dynamics of the system over wide ranges of relev
parameters. In particular, we give experimental evidence
the stability of the system increases with decreasing wa
lengths, i.e., decreasinga. We find that the parameter re
gimes of the recently reported coexistence of low-freque
fluctuations~LFF! and stable emission on a single extern
cavity mode@13# enlarge drastically for decreasinga. For the
lowest value ofa, possible stable emission expands ev
into the regime of the fully developed coherence collap
Furthermore, we investigate the effect of changinga on the
relevant physical mechanisms underlying the coherence
lapse dynamics. Our results demonstrate that semicondu
lasers subject to optical feedback are delay systems wi
634 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRA 60 635INFLUENCE OF AMPLITUDE-PHASE COUPLING ON . . .
controllable nonlinearity, and, thus, become even more in
esting as a model system for further experimental studie
delay phenomena in general.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II describes
experimental setup and the implementation of the exp
ments. In Sec. III, we present our experimental results
identify the effects of a variation ofa on the dynamical
behavior of semiconductor lasers subject to optical feedb
Section IV reviews some theoretical results obtained from
analysis of the Lang-Kobayshi rate equation model@14#
which are relevant for the discussion, and the understan
of our experimental results. Section V, finally, provides
short summary and presents our conclusions.

II. SETUP AND EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

In the experiments, we use a bulk Fabry-Pe´rot laser diode
~Hitachi HLP1400!, which is best known with respect to ex
periments on delay-induced instabilities. Figure 1 show
scheme of the experimental setup. The laser diode is dr
by an ultralow noise dc-current source, its temperature st
lized to better than 0.01K. The laser beam is collimated
an anti-reflection-coated microscope objective~MO!. The
feedback branch consists of a high reflection mirror of int
ferometric flatness better thanl/200, and a neutral densit
filter to vary the optial feedback strength. The delay time
the external cavity amounts to 3.3 ns, which correspond
an external cavity mode spacing of 300 MHz. A key elem
of the setup is the intracavity etalon with a transmiss
bandwidth of 5 nm, corresponding to approximately 2
THz. This spectral selectivity of the etalon is selected
cause single mode operation of the semiconductor lase
the LFF regime. However, it does not suppress the co
sponding external cavity modes due to its large transmis
bandwidth. The etalon allows us to tune the emission wa
length of the laser over a range of about 10 nm around
solitary gain maximum maintaining single mode operatio
In order to account for the wide temporal and optical sca
which play an important role in the dynamics of extern
cavity semiconductor lasers, both the intensity time se
and the optical spectrum are measured simultaneously
several different resolution stages. The intensity dynamic
detected by a single shot streak camera with an analog b
width of more than 50 GHz and by a fast avalanche pho
diode ~APD! of larger than 3 GHz bandwidth. The powe
spectrum of the APD signal is recorded by an electrical sp
trum analyzer of 0.1 kHz to 21 GHz bandwidth. The cor

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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sponding time series are low-pass filtered with the cut
frequency at 1 GHz and detected by a fast single shot dig
oscilloscope of the same bandwidth. The time-averaged
tensity is measured by ap-i -n photodiode. The optical spec
trum is analyzed via a grating spectrometer with a resolut
of 0.1 nm in order to resolve the longitudinal diode mod
and to monitor the absolute emission wavelength of the la
In addition, a confocal scanning Fabry-Pe´rot interferometer
is used to resolve the external cavity modes. The free sp
tral range of the interferometer amounts to 2 GHz, the re
lution to 10 MHz. An optical isolator shields the laser fro
unwanted external feedback from the detection branch.

The experiments are performed as follows. Using
above setup, we exploit the strong spectral dependencea
@10,15#: by tilting the intracavity etalon, we tune the emi
sion wavelength of the laser away from its solitary ga
maximum, which remains unchanged. This allows us to
lor the value ofa in a well controlled way. Having selecte
the desired value ofa, we adjust the optical feedbac
strengthg by using the variable neutral density filter. Th
value of g is determined by measuring the effective pow
reflectivity of the feedback branch@14#. Then, the injection
currentI is increased starting below threshold up to its ma
mum possible value. We investigate the resulting dynam
behavior of the system in dependence onI, and classify the
dynamical behavior in distinct dynamical regimes. Final
still keepinga constant, we repeat this procedure for seve
different values ofg. Thus, for the selected value ofa, we
obtain a map displaying the dynamical behavior of the s
tem classified in several distinct dynamical regimes ing-I
space. Using the method described above, we record se
g-I -space maps for different values ofa. Comparing these
phase-space maps, we provide both detailed information
a global survey about the impact of changinga on the dy-
namics of semiconductor lasers subject to delayed opt
feedback.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we first discuss the measurement of
spectral dependence ofa. Then, we present three represe
tativeg-I -space diagrams recorded for three different valu
of a. The diagrams map the dynamical behavior of t
system by identifying different dynamical regimes, whic
then are illustrated and characterized. Finally, the th
diagrams are compared and discussed with respect to
reduction ofa.

A. Spectral dependence ofa

We have measureda according to the method propose
by Henning and Collins@16#. This method is based on ne
gain measurements obtained from the modulation depths
troduced by Fabry-Pe´rot resonances into the spontaneo
emission spectrum of the laser@17#. The accuracy of the
obtained values ofa is limited by the precision of the wave
length shift and the modulation depth measurements.

Figure 2 depicts the plot of the spectral dependence oa
of the HLP1400 laser diode including error bars. Obvious
a decreases continuously with decreasing wavelength.
spectral dependence ofa and the absolute values fora
shown in Fig. 2 are in good agreement, both with calcula
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636 PRA 60T. HEIL, I. FISCHER, AND W. ELSÄßER
a spectra@15# and with previously obtained experiment
results for this type of laser diode@18#.

In a linear approximation around the solitary laser thre
old, a is given by

a522k
dm/dn8

dg/dn8
, ~2!

where dm and dg are the changes of refractive index a
gain per length, respectively, which occur when the car
density n8 is varied @18#; k is the free-space wave vecto
Time-resolved gain spectroscopy experiments have sh
that the spectral dependence of the relative change of
refractive indexdm is distinctly smaller than the change o
the gain per lengthdg @10#. Thus, the wavelength depen
dence ofa depicted in Fig. 2 is dominated by the stron
increase of the differential gainj}dg with decreasing wave
length.

Having determined the relation between the quantita
values ofa and the emission wavelengths within the acc
sible tuning range, we are now able to investigate the ef
of a reduction ofa on the dynamical behavior of the system

B. Characterization of the occurring dynamical regimes

Figure 3 depicts threeg-I -space diagrams for three diffe
ent emission wavelengths, i.e., three different values ofa:
Fig. 3~a!, l5841 nm corresponding toa52.860.5; Fig.
3~b!, l5838.2 nm corresponding toa52.160.4; and Fig.
3~c!, l5835.5 nm corresponding toa51.660.3. Figure 3
shows that the system exhibits similar dynamical regimes
each of the three differenta factors. However, the extensio
of these regimes varies significantly depending ona. The
dynamical behavior corresponding to the regimes is ill
trated by Fig. 4, which depicts typical intensity time ser
recorded for the respective parameters. Very close to
feedback-reduced lasing threshold, the laser emits appar
stably on several external cavity modes. Increasing the in
tion current slightly, the LFF regime is reached. Figure
~top! shows a typical LFF time series characterized by s
den intensity dropouts on a microsecond-to-nanosecond

FIG. 2. Spectral dependence of the linewidth enhancement
tor a for a HLP1400 laser diode. The gain maximum of the solita
laser is at 840 nm.
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FIG. 3. The dynamical behavior of semiconductor lasers sub
to delayed optical feedback in dependence on the injection curreI
and the optical feedback strengthg for ~a! 841 nm corresponding to
a52.8~60.5!, ~b! 838.2 nm corresponding toa52.1~60.4!, and~c!
835.5 nm corresponding toa51.6~60.3!.
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PRA 60 637INFLUENCE OF AMPLITUDE-PHASE COUPLING ON . . .
scale, a behavior which has been vividly discussed du
recent years@19–21#. Increasing the injection current furthe
the time intervals between subsequent intensity dropo
shorten; finally, the dropouts begin to merge and a conti
ous transition to the fully developed coherence collapse~CC!
takes place. The CC is characterized by a very broad po
spectrum and completely irregular intensity time series,
depicted by Fig. 4~middle!.

A striking phenomenon occurring over a large parame
region is the recently discovered coexistence of LFF wit
stable high-power state, in which the laser emits on a sin
external cavity mode@13#. Figure 4~bottom! depicts a typi-
cal time series recorded within the coexistence regime
this time series, a transition from LFF to stable emiss
occurs at the time of 1000 ns. The duration of the sta
emission state in comparison with the duration of the L
state strongly depends on the injection current and the fe
back strength, i.e., the position ing-I space. In order to
account for this parameter dependence, we encode the c
istence regime, as depicted in Fig. 3, by three differ
shades of gray: dark gray represents the parameter regio
which the duration of the stable emission states is long
time intervals of stable emission typically exceed 1 min, o
interrupted by short time intervals of LFF emission; interm
diate gray represents the region in which the system jum

FIG. 4. Single-shot intensity time series low pass filtered wit
cutoff frequency at 1 GHz. Top: low-frequency fluctuations r
corded for I 558 mA and g525 ns21. Middle: fully developed
coherence collapse recorded forI 570 mA andg525 ns21. Bot-
tom: coexistence of low-frequency fluctuations and stable emis
on a single high-gain external-cavity mode recorded forI
560 mA and g550 ns21. All time series are recorded fo
l5839.7 nm.
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back and forth between LFF and stable emission, typica
on a time scale of seconds; light gray represents the regio
which the LFF prevail, and the stable state is only reach
for short times, typically milliseconds.

The dynamical behavior of the system classified in para
eter space by the distinct dynamical regimes described ab
is strongly dependent on the value ofa. In the following, we
compare the threeg-I -space diagrams in order to identify th
effects of thisa dependence.

C. a dependence of the dynamical behavior

In this subsection, we summarize the key results obtai
from a comparison of the threeg-I -space diagrams depicte
in Fig. 3. We find that the following phenomena are asso
ated with a reduction of thea.

(i) Enlargement of the coexistence regime. The regions of
coexistence of the LFF state and the state of stable emis
on a single external-cavity mode enlarge drastically for
creasinga.

(ii) Increased stability of the stable state. The parameter
regime of very long times of stable emission, depicted
dark gray in theg-I -space diagrams, expands substantia
for decreasinga.

(iii) Coexistence of CC and stable emission. For the low-
est investigated value ofa51.660.3, the coexistence regio
exceeds the LFF regime. Thus, for stronger feedback
higher injection currents, we observe a coexistence of
stable emission state with the fully developed CC. Moreov
the signature of the stable state remains the same while
continuous transition from LFF to the fully developed C
occurs.

(iv) Properties of the LFF regime. Within the investigated
range of parameters, the extension of the LFF regime d
not change as significantly as the coexistence regime w
decreasinga. Also, the temporal signature of the LFF an
the mean time interval between subsequent intensity d
outs do not exhibit drastic changes.

IV. DISCUSSION

In order to discuss the experimental results listed abo
we briefly review in this section some theoretical results o
tained from an analysis of the standard rate equation mo
for semiconductor lasers subject to delayed optical feedb
We show that these theoretical results provide a qualita
understanding of our experimental findings.

A. Theoretical results

The basis of the theoretical model is the well-know
Lang-Kobayashi rate equations@14# for the number of carri-
ers n(t)5N(t)2N0 with respect to the solitary threshol
level N0, and the slowly varying complex electrical fiel
amplitudeE(t):

Ė~ t !5
1

2
~11 ia!jn~ t !E~ t !1gE~ t2t!e2 iv0t, ~3!

ṅ~ t !5~p21!
I th

e
2

n~ t !

T1
2@G01jn~ t !#P~ t !. ~4!

In these equations, the optical feedback is taken into
count by the feedback rateg and the delay timet. The elec-
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trical field is normalized so thatP(t)5uE(t)u2 is the photon
number;v0 represents the optical frequency of the solita
laser,j the differential gain,G0 the cavity decay rate,T1 the
carrier lifetime,I th the bias current at solitary laser thresho
e the electron charge, andp is the pump parameter. Th
analysis of the Lang-Kobayashi equations shows that
fixed points of the system consisting of the semiconduc
laser cavity and the external cavity always occur in pairs
stable and unstable fixed points. The stable fixed points
respond to constructive interference of the coupled cavi
and are usually referred to asmodes. The unstable fixed
points, which exhibit a saddle node instability, correspond
destructive interference of the coupled cavities and, thus,
called antimodes. Each fixed point of the system is define
by a constant optical frequency (v01Dv) and a constan
carrier numbern given by the following equations@22#:

Dvt5gtA11a2 sin$~v01Dv!t1arctana%, ~5!

~gt!25S Dvt2a
tjn

2 D 2

1S tjn

2 D 2

. ~6!

According to Eqs.~5! and ~6!, modes and antimodes lie o
an ellipse around the solitary laser mode in the (Dv,n)
space @23#, which is physically caused by the stron
amplitude-phase coupling in the semiconductor laser
scribed by the nonvanishinga.

A linear stability analysis of the fixed points of the syste
shows that the previously stable modes destabilize for
creasing optical feedback via Hopf bifurcations. However
least one mode, the so-called maximum gain mode, on
very low-frequency high-gain side of the ellipse, always
mains stable@24#. Furthermore, all modes in the vicinity o
the maximum gain mode which satisfy

2arctan~1/a!,~v01Dv!t,0 ~7!

also remain stable@24#. Thus, according to Eq.~7!, the num-
ber of stable high-gain modes~HGM! increases for decreas
ing a.

This structure of the fixed-point solutions of the Lan
Kobayashi equations in frequency-inversion space, and t
stability properties, lead to the following interpretation of t
dynamical phenomena observed for constanta.

1. LFF and coexistence

The LFF can be understood as an itinerancy of the tra
tory of the system among the attractor ruins of the dest
lized modes towards the stable HGM@22#. Consequently, the
emitted power, which is organized in picosecond pulses@5#,
increases during this itinerancy. Due to the elliptic shape
the position of the fixed points, the basin boundaries of
attractor ruins of stable and unstable fixed points approac
the trajectory itinerates towards high gain. So, even a co
sion of these attractor ruins can occur, a process whic
referred to as crisis. The characteristic power dropouts of
LFF are, thus, associated with such a crisis bouncing
trajectory away from its drift towards the stable HGM
Then, the trajectory is reinjected into the lower gain part
the ellipse and the process restarts.
,
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However, within the parameter ranges corresponding
the coexistence regime shown in Fig. 3, a crisis does
have to occur necessarily. Within these coexistence regim
the trajectory has a finite probability to reach one of t
stable HGMs before a crisis can take place@13#. The trajec-
tory can stay on one of the stable HGMs for very long tim
until external perturbations or, right above thresho
spontaneous-emission noise, eject the trajectory away f
the stable HGMs. Then the LFF restart, and a varying nu
ber of dropouts occurs until one of the stable HGMs
reached again.

In the following, we review theoretical results which d
scribe the impact of a variation ofa on the dynamical be-
havior described above.

2. Influence of a

The effect of a reduction ofa on the structure of the
solutions of the Lang-Kobayashi equations is illustrated
Fig. 5; it depicts two sets of fixed points calculated from E
~5! and~6! for different values ofa under otherwise identica
conditions. In both cases, the fixed points are located on
ellipse in frequency-inversion space. However, the eccen
ity of the ellipse reduces with decreasinga: for a50, the
fixed points are located on a circle around the solitary dio
mode. Consequently, the distance between modes and
modes in frequency-inversion space increases for decrea
a. Furthermore, the total number of fixed points decreas
however according to Eq.~7!, the number of thestablefixed
points ~the HGMs! increases. Thus, the trajectory does n
have to itinerate along the whole ellipse in order to reach
of the stable HGM. Finally, as demonstrated by numeri
simulations@12#, the size of the local attractor of each sing
destabilized mode decreases for smaller values ofa.

To sum up, the increased distance between the attra
ruins of stable and unstable fixed points, the reduced siz

FIG. 5. Fixed points of the Lang-Kobayashi equations cal
lated forg510 ns21 andt53 ns.~a! a52.8, ~b! a51.6.
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the local attractors, and the shortened itinerancy towa
high gain reduce substantially the probability for the occ
rence of a crisis, but increase the probability that the tra
tory reaches one of the stable HGMs.

B. Comparision between experimental and theoretical results

The effects of a reduction ofa on the structure of the
solutions of the Lang-Kobayashi equations reviewed in
preceding subsection provide the following physical int
pretation of our experimental findings.

1. Enlargement of the coexistence regime

The most striking feature of the presented experime
results is the drastic enlargement of the regions of coex
ence of LFF and stable emission with decreasinga. This
phenomenon can be understood as follows. The probab
for the occurrence of a crisis is reduced for decreasinga due
to the less pronounced eccentricity of the ellipse of fix
points, the reduced size of the local attractors of the dest
lized modes, and the larger number of stable HGMs. Th
for constant parameters excepta, the shortened itineranc
and the reduced probability of a crisis substantially incre
the chance that the trajectory reaches one of the st
HGMs. Consequently, the coexistence regions extend ing-I
space for decreasinga.

2. Increased stability of the stable state

As for all delay systems, a detailed linear stability ana
sis for semiconductor lasers subject to optical feedbac
very difficult. Up to now, a linear stability analysis has on
been performed for the maximum gain mode@24#. Detailed
theoretical information about the stability properties of t
other HGMs, which are particularly important in the conte
of the present paper, is still lacking. Even though the ope
tion of semiconductor lasers on the stable HGMs has b
observed in recent experiments for strong to moderate o
cal feedback@13# and for weak optical feedback@26#, the
stability of the HGMs has not yet been investigated exp
mentally. In our experiments, we address these stab
properties of the HGMs for moderate to strong optical fe
back and their dependence ona. We find that the time inter-
vals of stable emission on one of the stable HGMs lengt
substantially with decreasinga; the stability of the stable
emission state increases. Phenomenologically, this indic
that the activation energy@27# necessary to kick the trajec
tory off the stable HGMs increases for decreasinga. We
point out that these interesting properties provide a new c
cept for the realization of a stable laser emission mode e
for moderate to strong optical feedback. By reducinga, we
directly control the nonlinearity and, thus, the stability pro
erties of the system in order to achieve stable laser emis
on one of the HGMs.

3. Coexistence of CC and stable emission

The scope of the presented experimental results also
cludes new aspects for the fundamental structure of the f
developed CC. For the lowest value ofa51.6~60.3!, we
observe coexistence of stable emission on a single high-
external-cavity mode with fully developed CC dynamic
s
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This gives evidence that the stabilizing effects of a reduct
of a can compensate for the destablizing effect of an
creased injection current. Yet a sufficiently low value ofa is
required. If a is too large, stable emission does not occ
within the CC regime although at least one stable mo
should exist even under these conditions@25#.

We note that fora51.6~60.3!, the signature of the stabl
state remains unchanged while the coexisting state under
a continuous transition from LFF to the fully developed C
We have investigated this transition by single-shot stre
camera measurements both for LFF and CC conditions.
ures 6~a! and 6~b! show intensity time series recorded with
the LFF regime and the CC regime, respectively. The exp
mental conditions correspond to those of the oscillosc
time series shown in Fig. 4~top, middle!. Under both condi-
tions, the system shows the characteristic fast pulsing
namics. The pulse width as well as the average time inte
between the pulses decrease for increasing injection cur
The modulation depth of the pulses is slightly reduced in
CC regime. However, pronounced qualitative changes of
dynamical behavior of the system on a picosecond time s
do not occur.

The apparent differences between LFF and CC on slo
time scales shown in Fig. 4 are caused by the follow
effects. First, increasing the injection current decreases
time intervals between the dropouts. Second, the probab
of a crisis increases with increasing injection current. Th
within the CC regime, a crisis can also occur on attrac
ruins far away from maximum gain. Consequently, for s
ficiently high injection currents, the drift of the trajector
towards high gain is usually interrupted much earlier, so t
distinct dropouts cannot be identified any more. Howev
the fundamental mechanisms underlying to LFF and fu
developed CC appear to be the same.

FIG. 6. Streak camera single-shot measurements of the inte
time series.~a! Low-frequency fluctuations regime;~b! fully devel-
oped coherence collapse regime. The parameters correspond
time series depicted in Fig. 4~top, middle!.
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4. Properties of the LFF regime

The feedback induced instabilities causing the LFF
known to disappear below a critical value ofa, typically for
a<1 @11#. In our experiments, as can be seen from the d
tic extension of the coexistence region and the very lo
duration of the stable emission states, we came close to
critical value, but could not finally reach it. Our experimen
show that the instablility causing the LFF has not yet dis
peared.

The slight shift of the feedback-reduced threshold and
LFF regime ing-I space is due to the shift of the lasin
wavelength along the gain curve away from the gain ma
mum. The gain of the laser decreases with decreasing w
length, which results in an increase of the lasing thresh
for a given amount of optical feedback. A more detail
investigation of the dependence of the average time inter
between two subsequent LFF intensity dropouts ona is a
subject of future studies. In this context, we point out that
apparently stable emission between the intensity dropou
the LFF state must not be confused with the stable emis
on a single external-cavity mode which coexists with t
LFF behavior for parameters corresponding to the coex
ence regime.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In conclusion, we have investigated the dynamical beh
ior of semiconductor lasers subject to delayed optical fe
back in dependence ona accounting for the nonlinea
amplitude-phase coupling of the optical field present in se
conductor lasers. We have controlleda by tuning the emis-
sion wavelength of the laser away from its solitary ga
maximum using an intracavity etalon. We find that the va
of a decreases continously with decreasing waveleng
which is mainly due to the strong increase of the differen
gain.

By recording detailedg-I -space diagrams for several di
ferent values ofa, we have identified and characterized t
parameter ranges of the occurring dynamical regimes. In
ticular, we have demonstrated a very sensitive dependen
the dynamical behavior of the system ona: the regime of
coexistence of LFF and stable emission on a single high-g
external-cavity mode enlarges drastically with decreasinga.
Furthermore, the time intervals of stable emission prolo
substantially. Thus, the stability of the stable emission s
increases with decreasinga.

According to an analysis of the Lang-Kobayashi ra
equation model, the relevant mechanism underlying the
served dynamical behavior can be understood as itinera
towards the HGM followed either by a crisis or a jump of t
trajectory on a stable fixed point. We have demonstrated
the structure of the fixed point solutions of the rate equati
among which the trajectory itinerates is strongly depend
M
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on a: a reduction ofa reduces the probability for the occu
rence of a crisis, and shortens the itinerancy of the trajec
towards one of the stable HGMs. Consequently, the par
eter region of coexistence of LFF with stable emission
larges, and the stability of the stable HGMs increases.

For the lowest value ofa, we have observed even coe
istence of fully developed CC with stable emission. Stre
camera single shot measurements demonstrate similar
pulsing dynamics of the laser operating in both the LFF
gime and the CC regime. The signature of the coexist
stable state remains unchanged. These results indicate
the dynamical mechanism underlying LFF and CC is ess
tially the same.

Based on this detailed understanding of the dynam
behavior of semiconductor lasers subject to delayed opt
feedback, future research may concentrate on the follow
two points. First, the experimental results presented in
paper demonstrate that the main nonlinearity of external c
ity semiconductor lasers can be tailored for a single laser
well controlled way without changing other experimen
conditions. This variable nonlinearity of the system in co
bination with recent theoretical advances in the analysis
identification of delay systems@28,29# makes semiconducto
laser subject to delayed optical feedback an even more
tractive model system for further experimental investigatio
of fundamental phenomena of nonlinear dynamics. Seco
our experiments have demonstrated that semiconducto
sers showing feedback-induced instabilities can be stabil
by a sufficient reduction ofa: by appropriately shifting the
emission wavelength of the laser away from its solitary g
maximum towards shorter wavelengths,a can be reduced
below the critical value, so that the instabilities disappe
This new concept stabilizes the laser emission by dire
controlling the nonlinearity and, consequently, the stabi
properties of the system. In general, semiconductor la
with a sufficiently lowa would be most interesting for prac
tical applications due to the possibility of chirpless operatio
and the insensitivity to delayed optical feedback. The des
of such lasers requires a strong spectral dependence o
differential gain. Furthermore, for vanishinga, the maxi-
mum of the differential gain should be within the gain profi
of the laser in order to allow a sufficiently large detuning
the emission wavelength. This seems to be possible
modulation-doped, strained quantum-well DFB lasers@30# in
which the Bragg mirrors are appropriately detuned relative
the gain profile of the semiconductor material.
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